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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Network deals with both 

wireless and wired network, which consists of several sensor 

nodes employed in certain field. Placing the storage node in 

a network of two tiered sensor, act as an intermediate node 

between the numerous sensor nodes for storing information 

and sink for processing the required queries, which is 

adopted because of the strong power capacity and storage 

for sensors as well the efficiency of processing the query. In 

our paper, using SafeQ protocol we provided security 

mechanism for Multiple Wireless Sensor Network. WSN 

security in terms of Privacy and Integrity. SafeQ protocol 

prevents attackers from gaining information from both 

sensor collected data and sink issued queries. When SafeQ 

misbehaves, it allows sink to detect undetermined storage 

nodes. In SafeQ protocol, the privacy is maintained by the 

technique of encoding both data & query without knowing 

their actual value & integrity is maintained by the technique 

of neighborhood chaining that checks for exact data items to 

satisfy the query results.     

Key words:  Multi Wireless Sensor Network; Integrity; 

Privacy; Security; SafeQ                  

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview 

Wireless Sensor Networks has been widely used in various 

applications; they are sensing the environment, building the 

safe monitors, prediction of earthquake etc. Now, we assess 

the two tiered sensor network in which storage nodes 

collects the data from nearest sensor nodes and sink will 

answer the queries in the network. The storage nodes act as 

a node between the sensor nodes and the sink for data 

storage and for query process. 

Storage nodes has three main benefits to sensor nodes 

1) The Sensor node sends every collected data to their 

nearest storage node to save the power in spite of 

sending them to sink through long routes. 

2) Sensor nodes have limited memory because storage 

nodes mainly store the data. 

3) Processing query becomes efficient because for 

queries the storage node communicates directly 

with the sink. 

Inclusion of storage nodes in sensor was first 

introduced and has been adopted widely. Several types of 

storage nodes are Star Gate and RISE are commercially 

available. Moreover, the involvement of storage nodes also 

brings significant challenges in security. 

As storage nodes store data received from sensor 

nodes and serve as an important role in answering the 

queries, they are more vulnerable, especially in a 

environment of hostile. A compromised storage node 

imposes sensor network in significant hazard. Firstly, the 

attacker may obtain sensitive data that will be or has been, 

stored in the storage nodes. Secondly, the committed storage 

nodes may return query for a data which is replicate. 

Thirdly, the queries for all the data items may not be 

satisfied by the storage node.  

Now we want to design a protocol which  prevents 

both sensor collected data and queries issued by sink from 

attackers by gaining information which is modeled as range 

queries and when they misbehave, to detect compromised 

storage nodes is ensured by sink. In privacy, the secured 

information should not be obtained by attacker that will be 

and has been stored in storage node and also it has to receive 

the queries from the storage node. 

Note that we treat the queries from the sink as 

confidential because such queries may leak critical 

information about query issuer’s interests, which need to be 

protected specially in military applications. In integrity, the 

sink should detect whether a query does not obtain all the 

data that satisfy the query or result from a storage node that 

has forged data items. The two challenges in solving the 

privacy and integrity range of query problem. Firstly, a 

storage node must process the encoded queries over encoded 

data correctly without knowing their actual values. 

Secondly, a sink must verify whether the result of a query 

contains all the data items that does not contain any forged 

data and satisfy the query. 

B. Problem Formulation 

The fundamental problem for a two-tier sensor network is 

how we can design the multiple storage schemes and the 

query protocol in a privacy and integrity in preserving 

manner. 

     In Existing Wireless sensor networks storage node 

is vulnerable to be compromised. A compromised storage 

node imposes significant threats to a sensor network are: 

 The attacker may obtain sensitive data that has 

been stored in storage node. 

 The compromised storage node may return forged 

data for a query. 

 This storage node may not include all data items 

that satisfy the query. 

A two-tired sensor network consists of three types of nodes: 

sensors, storage nodes, and a sink.  Sensors are inexpensive 

sensing devices with limited storage and computing power. 

They are often massively distributed in a field for collecting 

physical or environmental data, e.g., temperature. Storage 

nodes are powerful wireless devices that are equipped with 

much more storage capacity and computing power than 

sensors. Each sensor periodically sends collected data to its 

nearby storage node. The sink is the point of contact for 

users of the sensor network. Each time the sink receives a 

question from a user, it first translates the question into 

multiple queries and then disseminates the queries to the 

corresponding storage nodes, which process the queries 

based on their data and return the query results to the sink. 

The sink unifies the query results from multiple storage 

nodes into the final answer and sends it back to the user. 
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Fig 1.2: Two Tiered Sensor System 

The fundamental problem for a two-tiered sensor 

network is the following: How to design the storage scheme 

and the query protocol in secured manner? Here in this 

context, security comes in two flavors such as privacy and 

integrity. A satisfactory solution to this problem should meet 

the following two requirements: 

1)  Data and Query Privacy:  

Data privacy means that a storage node cannot know the 

actual values of sensor collected data. This ensures that an 

attacker cannot understand the data stored on a 

compromised storage node.  Query privacy means that a 

storage node cannot know the actual value of sink issued 

queries. This ensures that an attacker cannot understand, or 

deduce useful information from, the queries that a 

compromised storage node receives. 

2) Data Integrity:  

If a query result that a storage node sends to the sink 

includes forged data or excludes legitimate data, the query 

result is guaranteed to be detected by the sink as invalid. 

Besides these two hard requirements, a desirable solution 

should have low power and space consumption because 

these wireless devices have limited resources. 

C. Existing System 

A storage nodes store data received from sensors and serve 

as an important role for answering queries, they are more 

vulnerable to be compromised, especially in a hostile 

environment. A compromised storage node imposes 

significant threats to a sensor network. First, the attacker 

may obtain sensitive data that has been, or will be, stored in 

the storage node. Second, the compromised storage node 

may return forged data for a query. Third, this storage node 

may not include all data items that satisfy the query. 

D. Proposed System 

The proposed system scheme is to preserve the privacy and 

integrity of range queries in multiple wireless sensor 

networks .This scheme uses the bucket-partitioning for 

database privacy. The basic idea is to divide the domain of 

data values into multiple buckets, the size of which is 

computed based on the distribution of data values and the 

location of sensors. 

In each time-slot, a sensor collects data items from 

the environment, places them into buckets, encrypts them 

together in each bucket, and then sends each encrypted 

bucket along with its bucket ID to a nearby storage node. 

For each bucket that has no data items, the sensor sends an 

encoding number, which can be used by the sink to verify 

that the bucket is empty, to a nearby storage node. When the 

sink wants to perform a range query, it finds the smallest set 

of bucket IDs that contains the range in the query and then 

sends the set as the query to storage nodes.  

Upon receiving the bucket IDs, the storage node 

returns the corresponding encrypted data in all those 

buckets. SafeQ also allows a sink to detect compromised 

storage nodes when they misbehave. The sink is the point of 

contact for users of the sensor network. Each time the sink 

receives a question from a user, it first translates the 

question into multiple queries and then disseminates the 

queries to the corresponding storage nodes, which process 

the queries based on their data and return the resulted query 

to the sink. Later from sink the user can retrieve the 

information stored. 

Software used to develop is Java, RMI, Swing 

(JFC) at front end and Mysql connector for Java and ODBC 

at back end. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Overview of Wireless Sensor Networks 

Literature survey is the most important step in software 

development process. Before developing the tool it is 

necessary to determine the time factor, economy and 

company strength. Once these things are satisfied, then next 

steps is to determine which operating system and language 

can be used for developing the tool. Once the programmers 

start building the tool the programmers need lot of external 

support. This support can be obtained from senior 

programmers, from book or from websites. Before building 

the system the above consideration are taken into account 

for developing the proposed system. 

Wireless sensor networks have been widely 

deployed for various applications, such as environment 

sensing, building safety monitoring, earthquake predication, 

and also for hostile environments etc. The storage nodes 

serve as an intermediate tier between the sensors and the 

sink for storing data and processing queries. A compromised 

storage node imposes significant threats to a sensor network. 

Therefore, to avoid such types of attacks, a protocol is 

designed that prevents attackers from gaining information 

from both sensor collected data and sink issued queries. 

B. Related Work 

In this scheme, they mainly contribute three factors. They 

are SafeQ, Optimized technology using bloom filters and 

Adaption of safeQ. It is a novel and efficient protocol for 

handling range queries in two- tiered sensor networks in a 

privacy- and integrity- preserving fashion. Prefix 

membership verification, Merkle hash trees, and 

neighborhood chaining are used in the safeQ.  It 

significantly strengthens the security of two-tiered sensor 

networks. Our results show that SafeQ significantly 

outperforms prior art for multidimensional data in terms of 

both power consumption and storage space. Using the 

bloom filters, an optimized technology is significantly used 

to reduce the communication cost between sensors and 

storage nodes. [1] 
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SafeQ preserves Privacy and Integrity in two-tiered sensor 

wireless sensor networks efficiently. SafeQ uses the 

techniques of prefix membership verification, Merkle hash 

trees, and neighborhood chaining. In terms of security, 

SafeQ significantly strengthens the security of two-tiered 

sensor networks. Unlike prior art, SafeQ prevents a 

compromised storage node from obtaining a reasonable 

estimation on the actual values of sensor collected data 

items and sink issued queries. SafeQ also allows a sink to 

detect compromised storage nodes when they misbehave. 

Neighborhood Chaining is better than Merkle Hash Tree in 

terms of storage space and power consumption.[2] 

The SafeQ, is a novel and efficient protocol for   

handling query two-tiered   sensor networks. The techniques 

used by SafeQ are prefix membership verification, Merkle 

hash trees, and neighborhood chaining etc. For security 

purpose, SafeQ significantly strengthens the security of two- 

tiered sensor networks.  SafeQ prevents a compromised 

storage node from obtaining a sensible estimation on the 

definite values of sensor collected data items and sink issued 

queries. Coming to efficiency, the results shows that SafeQ 

extensively outperforms prior art for multidimensional data 

in terms of both power consumption and storage space. The 

optimization technique Bloom filters significantly reduce 

the communication cost between sensors and storage nodes. 

As a result, the compromised sensors can be avoided by 

authenticating sensors with storage node. [3] 

In this paper, they propose the mechanism which 

not only make the wireless sensor network useful and 

feasible but also secure too which is very important for the 

sensor network, unless that the third parties will read or 

tamper the data and privacy will vanish. For that SafeQ, 

efficient protocol for handling range queries in two-tiered 

sensor networks is effectively works. In which, to maintain 

privacy the technique of processing encoded queries over 

encoded data without knowing their actual values is used 

and for integrity SafeQ uses the techniques like 

neighborhood chaining.[4] 

They make three different techniques to solve 

Privacy and Integrity Preserving Range Query problem in 

sensor networks. Namely SafeQ, Merkle hash tree, 

neighborhood chain and Bloom filters. First, SafeQ acts as a 

protocol and detect the attacker from gaining of data items 

and doing misbehavior on the sensor network. It helps for 

handling privacy this means that sensor nodes send data 

item to storage node but the storage node doesn’t know 

about the original values of sensor node. Second, Merkle 

hash tree and neighborhood chain are used for handling 

integrity for verifying related queries. Third, Bloom filters 

technique is used for reduce communication cost on sensor 

network. Finally, I have done a solution to adapt SafeQ for 

event driven sensor networks. [5] 

In this paper, they studied fast converge cast in 

WSN where nodes communicate using a TDMA protocol to 

minimize the schedule length. We addressed the 

fundamental limitations due to interference and half- duplex 

transceivers on the nodes and explored techniques to 

overcome the same. We found that while transmission 

power control helps in reducing the schedule length, 

multiple channels are more effective. Once interference is 

completely eliminated, we proved that with half-duplex 

radios the achievable schedule length is lower-bounded by 

the maximum degree in the routing tree for aggregated 

converge cast, and by max (2nk − 1,N) for raw-data 

converge cast. Using optimal converge cast scheduling 

algorithms, we showed that the lower bounds are achievable 

once a suitable routing scheme is used.[6] 

They make three key contributions in this paper. 

First, we propose SafeQ, a novel and efficient protocol for 

handling range queries in two-tiered sensor networks in a 

privacy- and integrity-preserving fashion. SafeQ uses the 

techniques of prefix membership verification, Merkle hash 

trees, and neighborhood chaining. In terms of security, 

SafeQ significantly strengthens the security of two-tiered 

sensor networks. Unlike prior art, SafeQ prevents a 

compromised storage node from obtaining a reasonable 

estimation on the actual values of sensor collected data 

items and sink issued queries. In terms of efficiency, our 

results show that SafeQ significantly outperforms prior art 

for multidimensional data in terms of both power 

consumption and storage space. Second, we propose an 

optimization technique using Bloom filters  to significantly 

reduce the communication cost between sensors and storage 

nodes.[7] 

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

System design is simply the design of systems. It implies a 

systematic and rigorous approach to design, an approach 

demanded by the scale and complexity of many systems 

problems. 

Design is a multi-step process that focuses on, 

software architecture, data structure, procedural details and 

interfaces between the modules. The design process also 

translates the requirement into the representation of the 

software that can be assessed for quality before coding 

begins. 

A. Logical Design Architecture 

 
Fig. 3.1: Architecture of Two-Tiered Sensor 

B. Data Flow Diagram 

The DFD is also called as bubble chart. It is a simple 

graphical formalism that can be used to represent a system 

in terms of the input data to the system, various processing 

carried out on these data, and the output data is generated by 

the system. 
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*SN – Sensor Node 

Fig. 3.2: Data Flow Diagram 

 
Fig. 3.3: Class Diagram 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation of the project is a stage when the theoretical 

design is turned out into a working system, which can be 

considered as the most critical stage in achieving a 

successful new system and in giving the user, confidence 

that the new system will work and be effective. 

 The implementation process consists of careful 

planning, investigation of the existing system and it’s 

constraints on implementation, designing of methods to 

achieve changeover and evaluation of changeover methods. 

A. Modules Specification: 

 SafeQ 

 Integrity 

 Privacy 

 Range queries 

 Sink 

 Storage node 

1) SafeQ: 

SafeQ is a protocol which prevents attackers from obtaining 

data from both sink issued queries and sensor collected data. 

When they misbehave, SafeQ allows a sink to detect 

undermined storage nodes. To conserve privacy, SafeQ uses 

a technique to encode both data and queries that a storage 

node can process correctly the encoded queries over an 

encoded data without knowing their values. 

2) Integrity: 

The sink needs to detect whether a query result from a 

storage node includes forged data items or does not contain 

all the data that satisfy the query. Challenges for solving, the 

privacy and integrity of queries in Multiple Wireless Sensor 

Network problem are as follows Firstly, a storage node 

without knowing their actual values, need to encode queries 

correctly over the data which is encoded in multiple WSN. 

Secondly, a sink needs to verify that the result of a query 

contains all the data items that satisfy the query and does not 

contain any forged data from different WSN. 

3) Privacy: 

For Privacy, SafeQ uses a technique to encode both data and 

queries such that a storage node can correctly process 

encoded queries over encoded data without knowing their 

actual values in multiple wireless sensor network. 

4) Range Queries: 

The queries from the sink are range queries. A range query 

is denoted as “finding all the data items collected over their 

time slot range in multiple wireless sensor networks”. For 

this, the sensor network applications can be easily modeled.  

5) Sink: 

In the sensor network, sink is the point of contact for users. 

When the sink receives a query from a user at each time, it 

first translates the query into multiple queries and then 

propagates the queries to the corresponding storage nodes, 

when processed, the query results are returned to the sink on 

the query based on their data. The modified sink on the 

query results from multiple storage nodes into the final 

answer and sends to the user. When they misbehave, Sink 

can detect embarrass storage nodes. 

6) Storage Node: 

Storage nodes are wireless devices which are powerfully 

equipped with more storage capacity and computes power 

with the sensors. The storage nodes collect every data from 

the corresponding sensor nodes. The storage nodes cannot 

view the actual value their sensor nodes. If the storage nodes 

try to view their sensor nodes data, Sink detects misbehave 

activity. 

7) Sensor Node: 

Sensor node in a sensor network has the capacity in 

performing some process, which gathers sensory data and 

communicates with connected storage nodes in the 

corresponding network. To save sensitive information it 

sends nearest to the storage nodes connected to it. 

V. TEST CASES 

Test 

Case 
Steps Expected Result 

Case 

1 

Establishing two or multi 

Wireless Sensor Networks, with 

four storage nodes and 

corresponding three sensor 

nodes for each storage nodes. 

Establish the designed 

network. 

Case 

2 

 

User uses Java to make 

JDBC:ODBC connection using 

Mysql connector to Java 

Connection is 

established between 

client and server 

Case 

3 

After the network 

establishment, then user enter 

File should be selected 

from the 
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the file name & then click the 

open button 

corresponding paths 

Case 

4 

After file selection user clicks 

the send button 

The selected file is 

sent to the assigned 

storage nodes in the 

form of packets 

Case 

5 

In storage nodes user click the 

all files Button 

It will display all the 

file stored in storage 

nodes 

Case 

6 

User clicks on Details Button 

 

 

It will shows details of 

the files 

Case 

7 

In storage node user enter file 

name & click view button 

It will display the 

password panel then 

shows the 

unauthorized alert 

storage 

Case 

8 

User enter the username and 

password then clicks the send 

button 

Display the sink panel 

Case 

9 

User Clicks on the Misbehavior 

and file details button 

Display the 

Misbehavior  and file 

details stored in data 

base 

Case 

10 

Sink enters the query clicks the 

receive button 

Save file dialogue will 

be opened & file will 

be saved to selected 

location 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Fig. 5.1: Selection of file for Sensor Node 1 

 
Fig. 5.2: Sensor Node 1 sending packet for its 

Corresponding Storage Node 1 

 
Fig. 5.3: Sensor Node 4 selecting file to send 

 
Fig. 5.4: Sensor Node 4 sending packet for its 

Corresponding Storage Node 2 

 
Fig. 5.5: Storage Node 1 same for Storage node 2 Details 

 
Fig. 5.6: Storage node tries to view file 
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Fig. 5.7: Login window 

 
Fig. 5.8: Sink Node maintain query from both WSN 

 
Fig. 5.9: Sink views File and Misbehave details 

 
Fig. 5.10: Sink stores query result to specific location 

 
Fig. 5.11: Required Data retrieved from both storage nodes 

VII. CONCLUSION 

As per Survey, the SafeQ is a Novel and efficient protocol 

for handling range queries in two-tiered sensor networks. 

The techniques used by SafeQ are prefix membership 

verification, Merkle hash trees, and neighborhood chaining 

etc. For security purpose, SafeQ significantly strengthens 

the security of two- tiered sensor networks. SafeQ prevents 

a compromised storage node from obtaining a sensible 

estimation on the definite values of sensor collected data 

items and sink issued queries. Coming to efficiency, the 

results shows that SafeQ extensively outperforms prior art 

for multidimensional data from two wireless sensor 

networks in terms of both power consumption and storage 

space. The optimization technique Bloom filters 

significantly reduce the communication cost between 

sensors and storage nodes.  

Our scheme has developed a multiple wireless 

sensor network having multiple storage nodes, where in 

each storage node maintains their corresponding sensor 

nodes within their network. A single sink can maintain 

multiple storage node in multiple wireless sensor network, it 

will receive query from the user and convert it into range 

queries disseminates to the corresponding storage node, 

storage node process the query and send to the sink. Sink 
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unifies the query result from the multiple storage nodes send 

to the user. 
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